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Abstract

Recently, researchers in speech recogni-
tion have started to reconsider using whole
words as the basic modeling unit, instead
of phonetic units. These systems rely on a
function that embeds an arbitrary or fixed
dimensional speech segments to a vec-
tor in a fixed-dimensional space, named
acoustic word embedding. Thus, speech
segments of words that sound similarly
will be projected in a close area in a con-
tinuous space. This paper focuses on
the evaluation of acoustic word embed-
dings. We propose two approaches to eval-
uate the intrinsic performances of acoustic
word embeddings in comparison to ortho-
graphic representations in order to eval-
uate whether they capture discriminative
phonetic information. Since French lan-
guage is targeted in experiments, a partic-
ular focus is made on homophone words.

1 Introduction

Recent studies have started to reconsider the use
of whole words as the basic modeling unit in
speech recognition and query applications, instead
of phonetic units. These systems are based on the
use of acoustic word embedding, which are pro-
jection of arbitrary or fixed dimensional speech
segments into a continuous space, in a manner
that preserve acoustic similarity between words.
Thus, speech segments of words that sound simi-
larly will have similar embeddings. Acoustic word
embedding were successfully used in a query-
by-example search system (Kamper et al., 2015;
Levin et al., 2013) and in a ASR lattice re-scoring
system (Bengio and Heigold, 2014).

The authors in (Bengio and Heigold, 2014) pro-
posed an approach to build acoustic word em-

beddings from an orthographic representation of
the word. This paper focuses on the evaluation
of these acoustic word embeddings. We propose
two approaches to evaluate the intrinsic perfor-
mances of acoustic word embeddings in compar-
ison to orthographic representations. In particu-
lar we want to evaluate whether they capture dis-
criminative information about their pronunciation,
approximated by their phonetic representation. In
our experiments, we focus on French language
whose particularity is to be rich of homophone
words. This aspect is also studied in this work.

2 Acoustic word embeddings

2.1 Building acoustic word embeddings

The approach we used to build acoustic word
embeddings is inspired from the one proposed
in (Bengio and Heigold, 2014). The deep neural
architecture depicted in figure 1 is used to train the
acoustic word embeddings. It relies on a convolu-
tional neural network (CNN) classifier over words
and on a deep neural network (DNN) trained by
using a triplet ranking loss (Bengio and Heigold,
2014; Wang et al., 2014; Weston et al., 2011).

The two architectures are trained using different
inputs: speech signal and orthographic representa-
tion of the word, which are detailed as follows.

The convolutional neural network classifier is
trained independently to predict a word given a
speech signal as input. It is composed of convo-
lution and pooling layers, followed by fully con-
nected layers which feed the final softmax layer.
The embedding layer is the fully connected layer
just below the softmax one, named s in the fig-
ure 1. This representation contains a compact rep-
resentation of the acoustic signal. It tends to pre-
serve acoustic similarity between words, such that
words are close in this space if they sound alike.

The feedforward neural network (DNN) is used
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Figure 1: Deep architecture used to train acoustic
word embeddings.

with the purpose to build an acoustic word embed-
ding for a word not observed in the audio training
corpus, based on its orthographic representation.
It is trained using the triplet ranking loss function
in order to project orthographic word representa-
tions to the same space as the acoustic embeddings
s.

The orthographic word representation consists
in a bag of n-grams (n ≤ 3) of letters, with addi-
tional special symbols [ and ] to specify the start
and the end of a word. The size of this bag of n-
grams vector is reduced using an auto-encoder.

During the training process, this model takes as
inputs acoustic embeddings s selected randomly
from the training set and, for each signal acous-
tic embedding, the orthographic representation of
the matching word o+, and the orthographic repre-
sentation of a randomly selected word different to
the first word o−. These two orthographic repre-
sentations supply shared parameters in the DNN.

The resulting DNN model can then be used to
build an acoustic word embedding (w+) from any
word, as long as one can extract an orthographic
representation from it. This acoustic word embed-
ding can be perceived as a canonical acoustic rep-
resentation for a word, since different pronuncia-
tions imply different signal embeddings s.

2.2 Evaluation

In the literature (Kamper et al., 2015; Levin et
al., 2013; Carlin et al., 2011), a word discrimi-
nation task was used to evaluate acoustic embed-
dings s. Given a pair of acoustic segments, this
task consists on deciding whether the segments
correspond to the same words or not. This evalua-

tion task can be performed on many ways, for ex-
ample through the use of a dynamic time warping
(DTW) to quantify the similarity between two seg-
ments when using frame level embeddings (Thiol-
liere et al., 2015), or by using the euclidean dis-
tance or the cosine similarity between embeddings
representing the segments.

In (Kamper et al., 2015) the evaluation was con-
ducted on two collections of words (train and test)
coming from the Switchboard English corpus. Af-
ter training the model on the training corpus, the
cosine similarity is computed between the embed-
dings of each pair of words in the test set. These
pairs are classified as similar or different by apply-
ing a threshold on their distance, and a precision-
recall curve is obtained by varying the threshold.

In this study, we propose two approaches to
evaluate acoustic word embeddings w+. We sug-
gest to build different evaluation sets in order to
assess the acoustic word embeddings (w+) perfor-
mances on orthographic and phonetic similarity
and homophones detection tasks. We remind that
the acoustic word embedding w+ is a projection
of an orthographic word representation o+ into the
space of acoustic signal embeddings s. In our eval-
uation, we would like to measure the loss of ortho-
graphic information carried by w+ and the poten-
tial gain of acoustic information due to this pro-
jection, in comparison to the information carried
by o+.

The evaluation sets are built as follows: given
a list L of n frequent words (candidate words) in
the vocabulary composed of m words, a list of
n × m word pairs was created. Then, two align-
ments were performed between each word pair
based on their orthographic (letters) and phonetic
(phonemes) representations, using the sclite1 tool.

From these alignment two edition distances are
computed with respect to the alignment results of
orthographic and phonetic representations. The
Edition distance is computed as follows:

SER =
#In+#Sub+#Del

#symbols in the reference word
× 100 (1)

where SER stands for Symbol Error rate, symbols
correspond to the letters for orthographic repre-
sentations, and to the phonemes for phonetic ones,
and In, Sub and Del correspond respectively to in-
sertion, substitution and deletion.

1http://www.icsi.berkeley.edu/Speech/docs/sctk-
1.2/sclite.htm



Next, we compute two similarity scores that
correspond to the orthographic and phonetic simi-
larity scores sim score attributed for each pair of
words, which are defined as:

sim score = 10−min(10, SER/10) (2)

where min() is a function used to have an edition
distance between 0 and 10. Then, for each candi-
date word in the list L we extract its orthographi-
cally and phonetically 10 nearest words. This re-
sults in two lists for orthographic and phonetic
similarity tasks. For each candidate word in the
list L, the Orthographic list contains its ten closest
words in terms of orthographic similarity scores
and the Phonetic list contains its ten closest words
in terms of phonetic similarity scores. Finally,
the Homophones list, used for the homophone de-
tection task, contains the homophone words (i.e.
sharing the same phonetic representation).

Table 1 shows an example of the content of the
three lists.

List Exampls

Orthographic
très près 7.5
très ors 5

Phononetic
très frais 6.67
très traı̂nent 6.67

Homophone
très traie
très traient

Table 1: Example of the content of the three lists.

In the case of the orthographic and phonetic
similarity tasks, the evaluation of the acoustic em-
beddings is performed by ranking the pairs ac-
cording to their cosine similarities and measur-
ing the Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient
(Spearman’s ρ). This approach is used in (Gao et
al., 2014; Ji et al., 2015; Levy et al., 2015; Ghan-
nay et al., 2016) to evaluate the linguistic word
embeddings on similarity tasks, in which the sim-
ilarity scores are attributed by human annotators.

For the homophone detection task, the eval-
uation is performed in terms of precision. For
each word w in the Homophones list, let LH(w)
be the list of k homophones of the word w, and
LH neighbour(w) be the list of k nearest neigh-
bours extracted based on the cosine similarity and
LH found(w) be the intersection between LH(w)
and LH neighbour(w), that corresponds to the list
of homophones found of the word w.

The precision Pw of the word w is defined as:

Pw =
|LH found(w)|
|LH(w)|

(3)

where |.| refers to the size of a list. We define the
overall homophone detection precision on the Ho-
mophones list as the average of the Pw:

P =

∑N
i=1 Pwi

N
(4)

where N is the number of candidate words which
have a none-empty Homophones list.

3 Experiments on acoustic word
embeddings

3.1 Experimental setup
The training set for the CNN consists of 488 hours
of French Broadcast News with manual transcrip-
tions. This dataset is composed of data coming
from the ESTER1 (Galliano et al., 2005), ES-
TER2 (Galliano et al., 2009) and EPAC (Estève
et al., 2010) corpora.

It contains 52k unique words that have been
seen at least twice each in the corpus. All of
them corresponds to a total of 5.75 millions oc-
currences. In French language, many words have
the same pronunciation without sharing the same
spelling, and they can have different meanings;
e.g. the sound [so] corresponds to four homo-
phones: sot (fool), saut (jump), sceau (seal) and
seau (bucket), and twice more by taking into ac-
count their plural forms that have the same pro-
nunciation: sots, sauts, sceaux, and seaux. When
a CNN is trained to predict a word given an acous-
tic sequence, these frequent homophones can in-
troduce a bias to evaluate the recognition error. To
avoid this, we merged all the homophones exist-
ing among the 52k unique words of the training
corpus. As a result, we obtained a new reduced
dictionary containing 45k words and classes of ho-
mophones.

Acoustic features provided to the CNN are log-
filterbanks, computed every 10ms over a 25ms
window yielding a 23-dimension vector for each
frame. A forced alignment between manual tran-
scriptions and speech signal was performed on the
training set in order to detect word boundaries.
The statistics computed from this alignment re-
veal that 99% of words are shorter than 1 sec-
ond. Hence we decided to represent each word by
100 frames, thus, by a vector of 2300 dimensions.



When words are shorter they are padded with zero
equally on both ends, while longer words are cut
equally on both ends.

The CNN and DNN deep architectures are
trained on 90% of the training set and the remain-
ing 10% are used for validation.

3.2 Acoustic word embeddings evaluation
The embeddings we evaluate are built from two
different vocabularies: the one used to train the
neural network models (CNN and DNN), com-
posed of 52k words present in the manual tran-
scriptions of the 488 hours of audio; and another
one composed of 160k words. The words present
in the 52k vocabulary are nearly all present in the
160k vocabulary.

The evaluation sets described in section 2.2 are
generated from these two vocabularies: in the 52k
vocabulary, all the acoustic word embeddings w+

are related to words which have been observed
during the training of the CNN. This means that
at least two acoustic signal embeddings have been
computed from the audio for each one of these
words; in the 160k vocabulary, about 110k acous-
tic word embeddings were computed for words
never observed in the audio data.

3.2.1 Quantitative Evaluation
The quantitative evaluation of the acoustic word
embeddings w+ is performed on orthographic
similarity, phonetic similarity, and homophones
detection tasks. Results are summarized in table 2.

52K Vocab. 160K Vocab.
Task o+ w+ o+ w+

Orthographic 54.28 49.97 56.95 51.06
Phonetic 40.40 43.55 41.41 46.88
Homophone 64.65 72.28 52.87 59.33

Table 2: Evaluation results of similarity (ρ× 100)
and homophone detection tasks (precision).

They show that the acoustic word embeddings
w+ are more relevant for the phonetic similarity
task, while o+ are obviously the best ones on the
orthographic similarity task.

These results show that the projection of the or-
thographic embeddings o+ into the acoustic em-
beddings space s changes their properties, since
they have captured more information about word
pronunciation while they have lost information

about spelling. So, in addition to making possi-
ble a measure of similarity distance between the
acoustic signal (represented by s) and a word (rep-
resented by w+), acoustic word embeddings are
better than orthographic ones to measure the pho-
netic proximity between two words.

For the homophone detection task, the Homo-
phones list is computed from the 160k vocabu-
lary: that results to 53869 homophone pairs in
total. The 52k vocabulary contains 13561 homo-
phone pairs which are included in the pairs present
in the 160k vocabulary. As we can see, the w+

acoustic embeddings outperform the orthographic
ones on this task on the two data sets. This con-
firms that acoustic word embeddings have cap-
tured additional information about word pronun-
ciation than the one carried by orthographic word
embeddings. For this task we cannot compare the
results between the two vocabularies, since the
precision measure is dependent to the number of
events. For the Spearman’s correlation, a com-
parison is roughly possible and results show that
the way to compute w+ is effective to generalize
this computation to word not observed in the audio
training data.

3.2.2 Qualitative Evaluation
To give more insight into the difference of the
quality of the orthographic word embeddings o+
and the acoustic ones w+, we propose an empiri-
cal comparison by showing the nearest neighbours
of a given set of words. Table 3 shows exam-
ples of such neighbour. It can be seen that, as
expected, neighbour of any given word share the
same spelling with it when they are induced by
the orthographic embeddings and arguably sound
like it when they are induced by the acoustic word
ones.

Candidate
word

o+ w+

grecs i-grec, rec,
marec

grec, grecque,
grecques

ail aile, trail, fail aille, ailles, aile
arts parts, charts,

encarts
arte, art, ars

blocs bloch, blocher,
bloche

bloc, bloque,
bloquent

Table 3: Candidate words and their nearest neigh-
bours



4 Conclusion

In this paper, we have investigated the intrinsic
evaluation of acoustic word embeddings. These
latter offer the opportunity of an a priori acous-
tic representation of words that can be compared,
in terms of similarity, to an embedded representa-
tion of the audio signal. We have proposed two
approaches to evaluate the performances of these
acoustic word embeddings and compare them to
their orthographic embeddings: orthographic and
phonetic performance by ranking pairs and mea-
suring the Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient
(Spearman’s ρ), and by measuring the precision in
a homophone detection task.

Experiments show that the acoustic word em-
beddings are better than orthographic ones to mea-
sure the phonetic proximity between two words.
More, they are better too on homophone detec-
tion task. This confirms that acoustic word embed-
dings have captured additional information about
word pronunciation.
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